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ABSTRACT

We report a discovery that self-assembled perovskite −spinel nanostructures can be controlled simply by selecting single-crystal substrates
with different orientations. In a model BiFeO 3−CoFe2O4 system, a (001) substrate results in rectangular-shaped CoFe 2O4 nanopillars in a
BiFeO3 matrix; in contrast, a (111) substrate leads to triangular-shaped BiFeO 3 nanopillars in a CoFe 2O4 matrix, irrespective of the volume
fraction of the two phases. This dramatic reversal is attributed to the surface energy anisotropy as an intrinsic property of a crystal.

At the nanoscale, materials often possess physical properties
that are dramatically different from their corresponding bulk
crystals. This is one of the central driving forces for the
explosive increase in research on nanoscale materials such
as nanowires, nanoparticles, and quantum dots. However, a
key to realizing their potential applications to nanotechno-
logical devices is the ability to assemble them into desirable
patterned nanostructures. This requires the development and
application of innovative design strategies.

In general, there are two approaches to fabricate nano-
structures: through self-assembly processes or lithography.
Material synthesis through self-assembly has been explored
in a wide variety of systems ranging from polymers,1

semiconductors,2,3 and metals4,5 to oxides.6 There are a
number of reports that have shown that one functional
material spontaneously forms nanodots or nanopillars (nano-
wires) embedded in a matrix of another material during the
thin-film growth.7-11 Embedded nanostructures offer attrac-
tive new possibilities for device applications because in
addition to the individual functionalities of each constituent
phase, they can display coupling between the order param-
eters. The degree of coupling and hence the significance of
such nanostructures is critically dependent on the nanostruc-
ture morphologies including domain patterns and shapes as
well as structures and properties of the interfaces. For

example, we previously demonstrated an approach to creating
self-assembled nanostructures consisting of single-crystalline
spinel nanopillars heteroepitaxially embedded in a perovskite
matrix.11,12 Such nanostructures, in which the matrix is
piezoelectric (such as BaTiO3 or BiFeO3) and the nanopillars
are piezomagnetic (such as CoFe2O4), show significant mag-
netoelectric coupling. An essential question arises: would
it possible to invert such nanostructures by changing from
an anrrangement of spinel nanopillars in a perovskite matrix
to one of perovskite nanopillars in a spinel matrix? Or, more
generally, what are the factors that control such domain
patterns and shapes? This is a fundamental yet poorly
understood question related to the spontaneous formation of
thin-film nanostructures on a substrate.

To address this issue, we consider the growth of a
crystalline nucleus on a substrate. In the early stages of
nucleation and growth, the nucleus tends to grow in shapes
dominated by surface energy terms.13 The equilibrium shape
of a crystalline nucleus on a substrate can be determined by
the substrate surface energy,γ1, interface energy,γ12, and
surface energy of the crystalline phase,γ2, using the
Winterbottom construction.13 The energy change by replacing
the substrate surface with an interface,∆γ ) γ12 - γ1,
describes the wetting strength of the crystalline phase on the
substrate.14 If ∆γ e -γ2, then the crystalline phase wets
the substrate completely (i.e.,γ12 + γ2 eγ1), the crystal can
grow without a nucleation barrier, and it follows a layer by
layer growth mode. Ifγ2 g∆γ g -γ2, then the crystal wets
the substrate partially, and the need to overcome a nucleation
barrier causes the formation of islands (Volmer-Weber
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growth mode15). The equilibrium shape of the island is the
part of the Wulff shape16 of the crystal that is sliced off by
the substrate. The different nucleation modes (layer by layer
vs island growth) as a result of the different wetting condition
of a material on a substrate can thus be utilized to predict
and control the morphology of a two-phase thin-film nano-
structure. We illustrate this for the oxide family of materials
using the perovskite-spinel model systems.

The surface energy anisotropy of spinels is very different
from that of perovskites. Most perovskite phases are char-
acterized by low-energy{100} surfaces17-22 (Table 1), and
a corresponding equilibrium shape of a cube dominated by
six {100} facets.16 Conversely, in spinels, the{111} surface
typically has the lowest surface energy23-28 (Table 1),
reflected in an equilibrium shape of an octahedron bounded

by eight{111} facets.16 The growth mode of the perovskite
and spinel phases can, therefore, be very different when they
are epitaxially grown on a substrate surface. The Winter-
bottom construction, shown schematically in Figure 1a and
b, gives us a simple way to explore the role of such differ-
ences in surface energy anisotropies on the growth mecha-
nisms of such nanostructures as a function of substrate orient-
ation. On a (001) substrate, the perovskite wets the substrate
surface while the spinel forms nuclei with a pyramidal
equilibrium shape, consisting of{111} facets. In contrast,
the roles of the two phases are reversed on a (111) substrate,
as shown on the right side of Figure 1a. In this case, the
spinel wets the surface while the perovskite forms nuclei
with a tetrahedral equilibrium shape, consisting of{100}
facets. This formalism then gives us, to a first approximation,
a method to create spinel nanopillars in a perovskite matrix
or to invert this architecture. Experiments conducted on
various single-crystal oxide substrate materials of the same
orientation (SrTiO3, LAST, MgAl2O4, LaAlO3) show very
little effect on the nanostructure architecture, suggesting that
the wetting behavior (i.e., the energy difference between
substrate surface and film/substrate interface) is relatively
insensitive to the specific substrate material compared to the
surface energy anisotropy of perovskite and spinel phases.

In the fully grown film, the fraction of the two phases is
established by the deposition conditions (for a columnar
morphology, area fraction) volume fraction), but during
the nucleation stage, the area fraction of the substrate covered

Table 1. Surface Energy of the Spinel and Perovskite Crystals
(Refs 17-28)

surface energy (J/m2)

structure materials (111) (110) (001)

perovskite SrTiO3
18,20,22 2.5 3.1,1.9,1.1 ∼1.0

BaTiO3
17,19 2.23, 3.4,3.7,5.4 1.26

PbTiO3
19 PbTiO3

19 0.97
(most stable)

MgSiO3
21 MgSiO3

21 2.2, 2.7
(most stable)

spinel CoFe2O4
23 0.208 1.916 1.486

NiFe2O4
24 0.207 1.837 1.161

Fe3O4
24 0.223 2.164 1.451

MgAl2O4
24 0.298 2.702 1.446

1.7, 3.028

Figure 1. Schematics of perovskite-spinel nanostructures on (100) and (111) surfaces. (a) Winterbottom construction, illustrating the
changes in nucleation modes for the perovskite and spinel phases on the (100) and (111) substrate surfaces.∆γ is the wetting strength.γ2

is the surface energy for the epitaxial phase [(111) surface energy of spinel or (001) surface energy of the perovskite]. (b) Equilibrium
shapes of a perovskite and a spinel. (c) The spinel phase forms nanopillars inside a perovskite matrix on a (001) substrate surface. (d) The
perovskite phase forms nanopillars inside a spinel matrix on a (111) substrate surface.
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by the two phases depends mainly on wetting strength. In
the early stages, the wetting phase will cover most of the
substrate, but during subsequent growth its area fraction will
be reduced to that given by the deposition conditions. During
subsequent growth, the steady-state area fraction is estab-
lished. This adjustment during growth will lead to an inverted
cone shape as the nuclei of the partially wetting phase grow
into pillars with the correct area fraction. Parts c and d of
Figure 1 are schematics showing the different morphologies
of a perovskite-spinel film grown on (001) or (111)-oriented
substrates. On a (001)-oriented substrate, the spinel islands
develop into the pillars and the perovskite showing planar
growth is the matrix. On a (111)-oriented substrate, the
perovskite forms pillars with the spinel as the matrix.

We now demonstrate this generic approach using BiFeO3-
CoFe2O4 as a model system. BiFeO3 is ferroelectric with a
Curie temperature (Tc) of about 1100 K. It has a distorted
perovskite structure (pseudocubic,a ) 0.396 nm) with
rhombohedral symmetry (R3c).29 CoFe2O4 is ferrimagnetic
with a cubicFd3mspinel structure. It has eight formula units
per unit cell,a ) 0.838 nm, which is almost double unit
cell of BiFeO3. The similarities between the structures of
the two phases, that is, both are cubic with small lattice
mismatch (∼5%) and similar oxygen coordination, present
the possibilities of epitaxial growth of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4

nanostructures on a single-crystal substrate. By using pulsed
laser deposition (PLD), we deposited films with different
volume fractions of BiFeO3 and CoFe2O4 (65:35, 1:1 and
33:67) on various (001)-oriented single-crystal substrates, that

is, perovskite SrTiO3, spinel MgAl2O4, rock salt MgO, MgO
with a buffer layer of CoFe2O4, and SrTiO3 with a buffer
layer of BiFeO3. In all of these cases, CoFe2O4 nanopillars
embedded in a BiFeO3 matrix were observed irrespective of
the volume fractions and substrate materials at optimized
growth conditions. Similar experiments were conducted with
three different volume fractions on (111)-oriented substrates.
In this case, we found that the nanopillar and matrix phases
are reversed; that is, nanopillars of BiFeO3 are formed in a
CoFe2O4 matrix.

Figure 2 shows the morphologies of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4

(1:1) thin film grown on a (001)-oriented SrTiO3 substrate.
CoFe2O4 forms nanopillars presenting a rectangular shape
embedded in a BiFeO3 matrix. Parts a and b of Figure 2 are
Z-dependent contrast images obtained by using 200 kV FEI
monochromated F20 UT Tecnai TEM equipped with a high-
angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector. Because of the
significant difference in the atomic number of Bi (83) and
Co (27), the contrast of the BiFeO3 matrix (bright) and the
CoFe2O4 pillars (dark) can be obtained easily in such
HAADF images. A high-resolution TEM image (Figure 2c)
and the corresponding structural model (Figure 2d) show the
interfaces between BiFeO3 and CoFe2O4 are of{110}-type
planes, providing three-dimensional heteroepitaxy within the
nanostructure. Cross-section TEM studies confirmed that
CoFe2O4 nanopillars grow from the substrate interface to the
top of the films where they display{111} type of facets
(Figure 2e-h). For the films grown on a (111)-oriented
SrTiO3 substrate, BiFeO3 forms triangular shaped nanopillars

Figure 2. Morphologies of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanostructures grown on a (001)-oriented SrTiO3 substrate. (a) Z-contrast image from
a plan-view TEM sample. (b) A plan-view TEM image of a single CoFe2O4 pillar embedded in a BiFeO3 matrix. (c) A high-resolution
TEM image from the interface region marked by the rectangle in b. (d) Structural model of the interface between CoFe2O4 and BiFeO3

showing that the interfaces are{110} planes, along〈110〉 directions. (e) Cross-sectional TEM image of a single CoFe2O4 pillar. (f) SEM
image of the CoFe2O4 pillars. (g) A schematic of a CoFe2O4 pillar. (h) A schematic of a CoFe2O4 pillar showing (111), (11h1), (1h11), and
(1h1h1) facets.
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embedded in a CoFe2O4 matrix (Figure 3a-h). These
nanostructures also show three-dimensional epitaxy; the
interfaces between the BiFeO3 pillars and CoFe2O4 matrix
are{112} planes, which are shown in the planar section high-
resolution TEM image (Figure 3c) and the corresponding
structural model (Figure 3d). The morphology and growth
habit of these nanopillars is apparent from Figure 3e-h.

For both type of nanopillars, we also observed the inverted
cone features close to the substrate interfaces as shown in
Figure 1c and d (see Supporting Information, Figure S1).
The planar shape of the pillars in both cases is determined
by the crystallographic constraints due to the intersection of
the two phases. The{111} facets of the spinel phase intersect
the {001} facets of the perovskite phase along〈110〉
directions, outlining the base of a rectangular prism on a
(001) substrate and the base of a triangular prism on a (111)
substrate. Together with the columnar morphology, their
polygonal base bounded by〈110〉 directions constrains them
to have{110} facets on a (001) substrate and{112} facets
on a (111) substrate. These observations were valid for the
growth temperatures in the range of 550-700 °C, and film
growth rates of 0.5-8 nm/min. Higher growth rates or lower
growth temperatures led to the formation of nonequilibrium
structures (i.e., a metastable supersaturated perovskite phase
were observed). The growth limited by kinetics is consistent
with our earlier studies on the BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 nanostruc-
tures. CoFe2O4 forms circular-shaped columnar structures in
a BaTiO3 matrix11 or a metastable supersaturated perovskite
single phase at lower temperature. At temperatures above
950 °C, rectangular-shaped CoFe2O4 pillars start to form.

Details about the nanostructures upon the growth kinetics
will be reported separately in a later publication.

Both (001)- and (111)-oriented nanostructure thin films
show well-defined magnetic and ferroelectric properties.
Figure 4a-c shows the magnetic properties of the CoFe2O4

nanopillars from the film grown on a (001) SrTiO3 substrate
with a SrRuO3 bottom electrode. Magnetic force microscopy
(MFM) was conducted after the film was magnetized in fields
of (20 kOe. The MFM images show that the magnetization
direction of the CoFe2O4 pillars was switched up and down
(bright and dark in contrast) in response to the applied
magnetic field (in Figure 4a and b). The magnetization (M)
versus field (H) hysteresis loops corresponding to the
CoFe2O4 pillars are shown in Figure 4c. An anisotropy field
of 8 kOe with an easy axis along the pillar long direction
was observed. A clear ferroelectric response was obtained
from the BiFeO3 matrix by using piezo-force microscopy
(PFM). The electrical poling was performed by scanning at
a probe bias of+16 V over an 8× 8 µm2 area followed by
a scan at a bias of-16 V over a 6× 6 µm2 area. The
observed PFM images (Figure 4d) indicate that the perpen-
dicular component of polarization can be switched between
two stable states (bright and dark contrast inside and outside
of the square region). The perpendicular converse piezo-
electric coefficient,d33, versus applied voltage hysteresis loop
of the BiFeO3 matrix is plotted in Figure 4e. Figure 5 shows
the magnetic and ferroelectric properties of the BiFeO3-
CoFe2O4 nanostructures grown on a (111)-oriented SrTiO3

substrate with a SrRuO3 bottom electrode. Parts a and b of
Figure 5 are the out-of-plane (perpendicular component) and

Figure 3. Morphologies of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanostructures grown on a (111)-oriented SrTiO3 substrate. (a) Z-contrast image from
a plan-view TEM sample. (b) A plan-view TEM image of a single BiFeO3 pillar embedded in a CoFe2O4 matrix. (c) A high-resolution
TEM image from the interface region marked by the rectangle in b. (d) Structural model of the interface between CoFe2O4 and BiFeO3

showing the interfaces are{112} planes, along〈110〉 directions. (e) Cross-section TEM image of a single BiFeO3 pillar. (f) SEM image of
the BiFeO3 pillars. (g) A scheme of a BiFeO3 pillar. (h) A scheme of a BiFeO3 pillar showing (100), (010), and (100) facets.

1404 Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 7, 2006



in-plane (parallel component) PFM images by an applied
electrical bias of-12 V over a 3× 3 µm2 area. The
ferroelectric polarization direction in the single BiFeO3 pillars

was switched at an applied electrical bias of+12 V. The
square regions in Figure 5c and d are the piezoelectric
responses at a bias of+12 V over a 2× 2 µm2 area. The

Figure 4. Magnetic and ferroelectric properties of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanostructures grown on a (001) SrTiO3 substrate with a SrRuO3
bottom electrode. (a and b) 4× 4 µm2 MFM images scanned after the sample was magnetized in a field of+ 20 kOe (a) and-20 kOe (b).
(c) Out-of-plane (red) and in-plane (black) magnetic hysteresis loops corresponding to the CoFe2O4 pillars. (d) Perpendicular piezoelectric
force microscopy image (8× 8 µm2) taken after poling the film at-16 V (dark frame) and+16 V (white frame). (e) Thed33 vs applied
voltage hysteresis loop of the BiFeO3 matrix.

Figure 5. Magnetic and ferroelectric properties of the BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanostructures grown on a (111) SrTiO3 substrate with a SrRuO3
bottom electrode. (a and b) Out-of-plane (perpendicular component, a) and in-plane (parallel component, b) PFM images at an applied
electrical bias of-12 V. (c and d) PFM images [out-of-plane (c), in-plane (d)] after the film was poled at-12 V (the frame outside) and
+12 V (the square inside). All of the images are 3× 3 µm2. (e) Thed33 vs applied voltage hysteresis loop of a single BiFeO3 pillar. (f)
Out-of-plane (red) and in-plane (black) magnetic hysteresis loops corresponding to the CoFe2O4 matrix.

Nano Lett., Vol. 6, No. 7, 2006 1405



d33 versus applied voltage hysteresis loop of a single BiFeO3

pillar is plotted in Figure 5e. Because no top electrode was
used during this measurement and because of the faceted
nature of pillars, a precise quantitative determination ofd33

is not feasible. The magnetic M versus H hysteresis loops
in Figure 5f correspond to the CoFe2O4 matrix.

The magnetoelectric coupling in BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nano-
structures grown on (001) SrTiO3 substrates has been studied
previously. For example, we observe that the magnetization
of CoFe2O4 nanopillars can be switched by applying an
electric field to the BiFeO3 matrix.12 The details of these
coupling studies are being studied at the present time. A
similar approach has been used on the nanostructures grown
on (111) substrates. Our preliminary results show no
significant switching of the ferroelectric polarization upon
the application of a magnetic field to the CoFe2O4 matrix.
This is likely due to the fact that the strain energy that is
needed to switch the ferroelectric polarization of BiFeO3

nanopillars is about 2 orders of magnitude higher than the
magnetoelastic energy that is available from switching the
CoFe2O4 matrix; detailed studies are underway to explore
this further. However, we believe that a small signal
magnetoelectric coupling should be possible in this system
as well; these measurements are in progress.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the substrate
orientation can be used to control the morphology of two-
phase nanostructures. This is confirmed by the growth of
BiFeO3-CoFe2O4 nanostructures on SrTiO3 substrates with
different orientations. BiFeO3 forms nanopillars embedded
in a CoFe2O4 matrix on a (111) SrTiO3 substrate; in contrast,
CoFe2O4 forms nanopillars embedded in a BiFeO3 matrix
on a (001) SrTiO3 substrate. This reversal can be understood
as a primary consequence of different nucleation modes due
to the large differences in surface energy anisotropy. It also
follows that if the substrate orientation is not parallel to the
low-energy facet of one of the phases, [for example, if the
substrate is (110)-oriented] both phases may have comparable
wetting strength with similar nucleation barriers, resulting
in an intertwined two-phase morphology typical of that
simulated by the two-state Potts model.30,31This expectation
was indeed confirmed in our system; however, space does
not permit us to present these observations. We also point
out that although the surface energy is sensitive to temper-
ature,25 strain,32 composition,33 and so forth, the nucleation
and growth modes based on the Winterbottom construction
using surface energy values of bulk crystals are valid for a
large range of growth conditions. In addition, our preliminary
studies have shown a similar inversion of the matrix and
pillar phases in BaTiO3-CoFe2O4, BiFeO3-NiFe2O4, and
so forth by depositing the films on (001)- and (111)-oriented
substrates. The influence of secondary factors such as the
role of the specific substrate materials and related changes
in interfacial energies34 and misfit parameters will undoubt-
edly modify some of the details of the nanostructure
evolution. However, the possibility of synthesizing arrays
of the nanopillars with well-defined magnetic and ferroelec-
tric properties clearly makes the oxide nanostructures at-
tractive for applications in information storage nanotechnol-

ogy devices and other useful applications. Although self-
assembly of multicomponent oxide nanostructures is a
promising area for future exploration, the proposed strategy
to control the morphology of two-phase nanostructures is
expected to be applied to nonoxide systems as well.
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